NS1
Document wallet
Catalogues of Golden Dawn manuscripts and others
a). G. J. Yorke: 'Golden Dawn manuscripts in the possession of G. J. Yorke'. (2 copies)
c). `Golden Dawn material not at the Warburg Institute' (This is now part of the Warburg collection)
d). Daniel Montagu: Catalogue of Golden Dawn documents. Based upon the work of Frater V. I.
f). `The Golden Dawn Material'. An anonymous description of Golden Dawn material in the Bridewell Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas
g). `Crowley binders not at Warburg Institute' (This is now part of the Warburg Collection)
h). `A note on the Yorke Collection of printed material' with a selective list of printed works by Crowley and followers
[Mic. 175pp]

NS2
Document wallet
1. Photostats of the Cypher manuscripts, ff. 1-57
2. Deciphers ff. 1-58
3. O1-04; Cypher message about Fraulein Sprengel, letter from Ellie Howe to G. J. Y, letter from Wynn Westcott to F. L. Gardner
[Mic. 123pp]

NS3
Springback folder of loose sheets of typescript
O. T. O. Instructions and Sex Magick
1. `De Arte Magica' (1914), with annotations by Yorke [26pp]
2. `Liber De Natura Deorum', with annotations from original MS by Yorke [15pp]
3. `De Homunculo Epistola', with annotations from original MS by Yorke. [Yorke note: no record that A. C. ever tried to do this. Jack Parsons tried and failed in his Babylon Working] [7pp]
4. `De Nuptiis Secretis Deorum cum Hominibus', collated with original MS by Yorke [57pp]
5. `IX° Secrets in Agape' Copied by G. J. Y. from notes lent by A. C., with corrections by G. J. Y. [6pp]
6. `Agape, Liber C, The book of the Unveiling of the Sangraal wherein it is spoken of the wine of the Sabbath of the Adepts.' with corrections and additions by G. J. Y. [21pp]
7. `XI Degree O. T. O.' [1p]
8. O. T. O. from `Minerval I-2-3-Rituals Revised' [1p]
10. `IX° Emblems and Mode of Use' [Yorke note: source - Robb of Sydney; his source Frank Burnett] [3pp]
11. `Liber CXXIV' [5pp]
12. 'A.M.R.I.T.A.', with corrections by G. J. Y. [33pp]
13. 'Additional cases' 1. [5pp]
14. 'Additional cases' 2. with notes and corrections by G. J. Y. [11pp]
15. 'Concerning Death' both published in the International. [7pp]
17. 'The Elixir of Life', written at Cefalù in 1919/20 [13pp]
18. '666 Sex and the O. T. O.' written by G. J. Y. [6pp]
19. 'Tantric Theory' by G. J. Y. [6pp]
20. 'Tantric Hedonism' by G. J. Y. [5pp]
21. 'Magic Rituelle et Magie Sexuelle' by Barrucand [10pp]
22. 'The Centre of Nature Concentrated' with a short comment by A. C. [8pp]
23. 'Constitutions of the Order of Thelemites' written at Cefalù c. 1923 [9pp]
24. 'Liber LII, Manifesto of the O. T. O.' (1913/14) published in Equinox, III, 1 [pp.1-10]
25. 'Liber Cl, O. T. O.' [pp. 10-23]
26. 'Liber CXCIV, O. T. O.' published in Equinox, III, 1 [pp. 24-31]
27. 'I am nothing, so for me..' motto?? [1pp]
28. Membership certificate of the O. T. O. (copy) [1p]
29. O. T. O. Grade Words [from list in A. C.'s hand found amongst Achad's papers] [1p]
*31. Insignia of O. T. O.

NS 4
Springback folder containing loose sheets of typescript
A. C.'s Letters Binder 1. [copies with notes and annotations by G. J.Y.]
I.1.1 Early Golden Dawn Material 1899-1900. 4 letters to F. L. Gardner & Mrs E. A. Hunter
I.1.2 55 Letters etc. from A. C. to Gerald Festus Kelly, his brother-in-law
I.1.3 36 letters from A. C. to miscellaneous people, 1906-1947: Clifford Bax (1), Raymond & Mrs Radcliffe (7), Holbrook Jackson (4), Mencken (1), Whitty (1), Acland of Dutton & Co (1), Mrs Sheridan Bickers (1), Quinn (1), Cosgrave (1), Viereck (1), A. W. Ryerson (1)
15 letters & cards to Mrs Wieland (Ethel Archer) and Wieland, 1910-47
I.1.4. 28 Letters from A. C. to G. M. Cowie (Frater Fiat Pax), Dec 1912-Oct 1914
I.1.5. 122 Letters from G. M. Cowie to A. C., 1913-1917 [with notes by G. J.Y.] [pp. 1-108]
I.1.5. (cont) 4 Letters from Cowie to Crowley, 3 from Eustace Miles to Cowie, Address by Cowie to A. C.'s O. T. O. Lodge in London 1916, Cowie to Francis Bennett, Cowie to A. C., Cowie to ??, ?? to A. C. [pp. 3-21]
I.1.6. 7 sheets of copied letters: Althea to Cowie (1), Cowie to A. C. (6), F. Bennett to A. C. (1)
I.1.7 11 letters from Auguste Rodin to A. C. 1904-7
I.1.8. 2 photocopies: Letter from A. C. to Mrs Hunter, sheet of 2 letters from A. C. to G. J. Y.
[Mic. 211pp]

NS 5
Springback folder containing loose sheets of typescript
A. C.’s letters. Binder 5. 1922-25. Annotation by G. J. Y. and red pencil underlinings by John Symonds. [NB much missing]
1a. Copies of draft letters in the back of a notebook headed Visions, ADO and dated April 1925:
A. C. to ??, D. Olsen to ??, A. C. to ??, A. C. to Aumont, Frank Bennett to A. C., A. C. to K. Germer, A. C. on Theosophical Society, A. C. to T. Driberg (3), A. C. to D. Olsen [pp. 1-10]
1b. Drafts of miscellaneous letters by A. C. in same notebook: A. C. to Murray, D. Olsen about the Confessions, A. C. to Murray, A. C. to Marion, A. C. to Fanny, A. C. to Mrs Clarke, A. C. to Murray, A. C. to Leah, Draft in hand of Leah (2), A. C. to Asta, A. C. to ?? [pp. 15-19d]
2. Copies of letters from A. C. to Norman Mudd and others [beginning missing]:
A. C. to ??, to William Seabrook, Frank Harris?, Frank Harris to A. C., Belgacem to A. C., A. C. to Belgacem, J. H. Doughty to A. C., A. C. to Doughty, H. M. Holman Hunt to A. C., A. C. to Ninette Shumway, A. C. to Frank Harris, A. C. to N. Mudd (5), Frank Harris to A. C., A. C. to N. Mudd (3), A. C. to L. Engers, A. C. to N. Mudd (10), Dr Jarvis to A. C., A. C. to N. Mudd, A. C. -circular for American artists, A. C. to N. Mudd, A. C. to Murray or Estai, A. C. to Murray, A. C. to N. Mudd (2), A. C. to Inspector Draper, A. C. to N. Mudd, Odd poems by A. C. copied out by Mudd [pp. 69-111]
3. A. C. to Dorothy Olsen
4. 2 letters from A. C. to Lord Tankerville
[Mic. 71pp]

NS6
Springback folder containing loose sheets
Photostats of manuscripts of A. C.
1. Fragment of a MS on the Power of Numbers (Nov 1899) [12pp]
2. Liber HHH, published in Equinox I, 5, p. 7 and part of editorial to Equinox I, vol. 4 pp. 2-6 (from University of Texas) [10pp]
3. `The Opium Dream' Play in 7 scenes (from University of Texas) [5pp]
4. `The Elixir of Life: Our Magical Medicine', a lecture delivered before the National Psychological Institute (from University of Texas) [13pp]
[Mic. 105pp]

NS7
Springback binder containing loose sheets
Golden Dawn Manuscripts, Folio Binder 1
4

*4. Various notices for meetings of Isis-Urania and Horus Temples
*5. Description of a Priestess of the Temple of Amon at Thebes - as seen clairvoyantly by S. A., Fortiter, Sapientia, & other. MSS [typed copy inserted instead]
6. The Manifesto of G. H. Frater `Deo Duce Comite Fero' to the Theorici Adepti Minores, 1896 [10pp]
7. Address of D. D. C. F. to the Members of Horus Temple. 1898. MS [6pp]
*8. Preliminary pledge form etc. of Horus Temple. 1899. MS
9. Statement of Recent events which have led to the present Constitution of the Second Order in London, 1900 [7pp]
10. Documents to go with 9 above. Printed. [1p]
11. Byelaws of Isis Urania Temple of the G. D. in the Outer, May 1900, MS [8pp]
12. RRAC in London, Second Order Byelaw, May 1900 [3pp]
14. Statement issued to Adepti by the majority of the Council, Feb 1901. Typescript [7pp]
17. A further letter dated 27 February 1901 [4pp]
*18. Short account of S. L. Mathers by F. L. Gardner. MS
*19. The Rule of Planetary Angellic Powers, and a Tree of Life. MS
*20. Flying roll 34. Notes of an experiment in Exorcism
*22. Hebrew letters. Hints to Beginners
[mic. 111pp] * = missing

NS 8
Springback folder containing loose sheets of typescript
Golden Dawn folder 2 - typescript copies of notes and laws dated 1894-1937 [NB much missing]
1. Key to Mottos of members of the G. D. and R. R. & A. C.
*2. 'Magic and the Golden Dawn' by G. J. Y.
3. Confidential notes on the G. D. by E. Langford Garstin
4. Ordinances of the First Order of the G. D. in the Outer
6. Isis-Urania Temple. History for Neophytes
8. Notes on the History of Golden Dawn by Wynn Westcott
9. Wynn Westcott on Early G. D. History
*10. Confidential G. D. document, 1899
11. Preliminary Pledge Form for Candidates
12. R. R. & A. C. The Obligation of an Adeptus Minor
13. R. R. & A. C. List of Studies appointed for the grade of Theoricus Adeptus Minor
14. Examination and Record Book Z. A. M. De Profundis ad Lucen
15. Notice to Philosophi, 30 July 1894
16. Theoricus Adeptus Notice, 1 Nov 1894
17. The Manifesto of G. H. Frater Deo Duce Comite Ferri, Oct 1896
18. Address by S. L. MacGregor Mathers to the members of the Horus Temple of the G. D. Bradford, 1898
20. Statement of recent events which have led to the present Constitution of the Second Order in London
21. Extracts from the diary of Aleister Crowley dealing with the row in G. D. in 1900
22. Extracts from four letters from Y. B. Yeats dealing with revolt in 1900: 1 letters to G. J. Y from Allan Wade re. a Yeats article; and typed copies of letter from W. B. Yeats to George Russell, and Lady Gregory (3)
23. Isis Urania Temple of the G. D. in the Outer. Byelaws, May 1900
25. Statement issued to Adepti by the majority of the Council. Feb 1901 (plus copy)
26. Four long letters by W. B. Yeats re. crisis
27. A Postscript to essay called ‘Is the Order of R. R. & A. C. to remain a Magical Order’ by W. B. Yeats
*29. G. D. Notice. 1902
*30. Record by A. C. of a magical working against Mathers in 1904
*31. Some notes on A. O. documents, 1908
*33. Extract from ‘Les Peregrinations d'Hugues Colbert’ by Jules Boucher in Destins, n°38 for June 1949
*34. Extracts from Le Theosophisme by Rene Guenon. 2nd ed.
*35. ‘Aleister Crowley’ by J. Bricaud. Annales Initiatiques, n°44. Jan-March 1931
*36. ‘Occultism Anglo-Saxon’ by J. Bricaud. Annales Initiatiques, July-August 1931
*38. Extract from ‘Prediction’
*39. ‘The Rosicrucian Society in Europe’ by W. R. Falkin. 1916
40. References to the G. D., Stella Matutina and R. R. & A. C. by Inquire within from the Patriot 1925-37 (2 copies).
*41. Part of an article on Charles Williams by Anne Ridler [Mic. 187pp] * = missing

NS9
Springback folder containing loose sheets of typescript
Golden Dawn Material. Typescripts of articles by Yorke, copies of letters re. crisis in the Order of 1901. Copies of letters from various correspondents to and from F. L. Gardner
*1. 55 letters from S. L. MacGregor Mathers to F. L. Gardner. 1895-1918
*2. 17 letters from Allan Bennett to Gardner, 1894-8
*3. 13 letters from Allan Bennett to MacGregor Reid, 1908-10. Deals with Buddhism not the G. D.
4. 138 Miscellaneous G. D. letters to F. L. Gardner, 1895-1901
5. 9 G. D. letters to F. L. Gardner, 1898-1902
6. 34 letters to F. L. G. 1888-1924
7. Correspondence G. J. Y. with Virginia Moore
8. Foreward by G. J. Y. to `The Magicians and the Golden Dawn' by E. Howe
[Mic. 77pp] * = missing

NS 10
Paper wallet
Allan Bennett - G. D. Letters, etc.
a. 6 letters 1908-9 from Awnada Mattays (i.e. Allan Bennett) to W. MacGregor Reid
b. Typescript copy of a notebook given by Crowley to Allan Bennett in 1895 - G. D. Rituals (+ photocopy)
c. Photostat of notebook in the hand of Allan Bennett (Fra. Iehi Aour), 1897 [50pp]
d. Typescript of another notebook by Allan Bennett, 1892-3 (+ photocopy)
e. Photostats of 20 letters from Allan Bennett to F. L. Gardner, 1894-7
[Mic. 136pp]

NS11
Brown Envelope
a. Manuscript notes c. 1898 relating to (by) F.L. Gardner [15 misc sheets (diagrams, tables etc), 24 sheets entitled 'Mercury', 'Venus', 'Sun', 'Mars', 'Jupiter', 'Saturn']
b. Spiritualist diary of F. L. Gardner [includes note by Yorke on allegiances with the Mahatmas]
c. F.L. Gardner: `The life and adventures of a French author'.
d. W. B. Yeats (Under the pseudonym of D. E. D. I.): `Is the Order of R. R. & A. C. to remain a magical order?' Typescript
[Mic. 201pp]

NS12
Paper folder
A. C.'s letters March 1913-14
a. Typescript of 90 letters as dictated by A. C. & another, Mar-June 1913 & transcribed from the shorthand notebook of A. C.'s secretary, with comments by G. J. Y. The notebook in 1955 is in the possession of K. J. Germer, & was found amongst the papers of C. Stansfield Jones on his death.
Graham, Re. The Ragged Ragtime Girls, Leila Waddell, Don Isidore Villerino del Villar, Minchin, Sister, De Jong, Eastbourne Gazette.

b. Typescript copy of 89 letters and miscellanea, 13 June - 7 July, 1-13 September 1913, transcribed from a short-hand notebook used by A. C.'s secretary and in possession of G. J. Yorke
c. Typescript copy of 10 letters by A. C. and a memorandum on a Himalayan expedition, May-June 1914. Preserved as dictated partly in shorthand in a black exercise book in the possession of G. J. Y. in 1956:
To: Theodore Reuss, Cowie, ?, ?, Anna Wright, Lily Henry, C. J. Windram, Richard Clay, Martin Hall re. Himalayan expedition

[Mic. 84pp]
b. Horoscope of Mrs Henderson (1930)
c. `Comments on the Diary of Fra Pertinax' (Germer), from 1928/29 diary.

NS15
Springback folder of loose sheets
A. C.'s letters to American disciples. Binder 9? or 11?
1. 231 letters copied from carbons in W. T. Smith's possession. Correspondence mostly between A. C. & W. T. Smith, 1926-47, with annotations by G. J. Y., apart from letters 64, 76, 140 to O. Jacob; letter 141 to R. F. Holm, letter 207 to Max Schneider; letter 215 to Karl Germer; letter 77 from Regina Kahl to A. C.; letter 132 from Bertha van Brunt to A. C., and letter 88(a) from Pearl Brooke-Smith to W. T. S.
2. A copy of Liber CXXXII appears on pp. 144-151b

NS16
Springback folder of loose sheets
QBL Astrology and Pythagoras
a. List of diagrams for the revised 777. Some or all were sent to Karl Germer
b. Material re. Houghton's 777 Revised
1. a. The Order and value of the English Alphabet
b. Correspondence of the Hebrew Alphabet
c. The primes from 2 to 97 with the Naples arrangement
d. The primes, their periodicity and the necessity of their sequence. Being an excerpt from A. C.'s diary for 6 October 1923 with MS notes copied from those made by Norman Mudd on the typescript of which this is a carbon
*e. Minutum Mundum
2. The revised edition of 777
a. A brief essay upon the nature and significance of the Magical Alphabet (Intended for the preface)
b. What is a number? or a symbol? (intended for an Appendix) (Corrections in the hand of Norman Mudd)
c. Note on the typescript by G. J. Y.
d. The text (collated with amendments by G. J. Y with another typescript. Some Hebrew etc. in the hand of Norman Mudd).
4. The Golden Verses of Pythagoras. A new translation with comment by The Beast 666 9° = 2 A.: A.: Preface and the first eleven verses only. A. C. never finished his translation. This is believed to be all that he did
5. Review by A. C. of the Golden Verses of Pythagoras by Fabre d'Olivet (from The International).
6. Misc papers not included on Yorke's list:
a. `Here should come the loose plate..'
b. Table VII
c. Table VIII
d. The Meaning of the primes from 11 to 97 (2 copies)
e. Columns and the Atus of Thoth
d. Correspondences. Dictated by A. C. to V. I. in 1929
f. The Golden Words (5 pp)
g. The Atu: Mnemonics
h. The Magical Record of the Beast 666
[Mic. 231pp]

NS 17
Springback folder
O. T. O. material - 13 typescripts, principally rituals
a. Synopsis of grades of O. T. O.
b. June Skinner O. T. O. material
*1. Liber LII. Manifesto of the O. T. O. (pub. in Equinox. Ill, I)
1a. Blue Lodge I-III, plus 7 pages from J. P. Kowal
2. Minerval ritual
2a. The significance of the ceremony of Minerval
3. First Degree. Lustration
4. Second Degree. Consecration
*4b. Constitution and government of O. T. O.
5. Third Degree. Devotion
6. Lodge of Perfection and IV° Holy Royal Arch of Enoch
7. Council of the Princes of Jerusalem
8. Rose Croix
*8a. The ceremony of illustrious Knights Templar of the Order of Radoch?
9. The Rite of Swedenborg
Sanctuary 33=95, Great Britain, Ireland etc.
*11. Notes from a document by Reuss on forming 'a high Scottish Chapter from
Rose Croix'
*12. Draft of an address to a Convocation of Prince Patriarch Grand Conservators of
the Sovereign Sanatuary of the Ancient and Primitive Rite of Masonry in and for Great
Britain and Ireland. by Aleister Crowley, who was Patriarch Administrator General
(copied from the draft in his hand which survives in a notebook in possession of G. J.
Y.)
*13. The Centre of Nature Concentrated, or Ali buli his Tractate of the Regenerated
Salt of Nature with short comment by A. C.
14. Copy of will of O. T. O. & A. A. to C. Stansfield Jones (OIVVIO)
15 Material not listed by Yorke:
a. I.N.R.I. The programme of construction and the guilding principles of The Gnostic
Neo-Christians O. T. O. 1920, pub. by the Oriflamme.
b. `Sydney's Temple of Love', extract from Smith's Weekly, Nov 29, 1924
c. Lecture on VII°
d. The House of the Juggler
e. I-III Degree (from Frank Bennett's papers)
NS18
Springback binder containing loose sheets
Biographical material. Binder 2.
1. Leaves from Journal of our life in the highlands, by MacGregor of Boleskine and Abertarff
   *1a. The Supe
2. The Monster of Loch Ness
   2a. A short extract re. Bagh i Muattar from Vol. III of Confessions
3. The Higher Magic
4. The Yoke
5. Appendix (Being A. C.'s comments on Dr Guillarmod's 'Au Kangchenjunga')
6. A Brush with Dacoits
7. Strange Adventures in the East
8. The Book of the Law
10. Origins. 'The Adventure of the Great Work..
   *11. Memorandum (Re. expulsion from France)
12. Some short reminiscences. Feb 11th 1945
   13a. How I was banned at Oxford by Aleister Crowley
14. Miscellaneous
   *b. Marginalia
   c. History of Golf in England
   d. Considerations regarding the proposed Golf Course in Tunis
15. The Legend of Aleister Crowley by P. R. Stephenson
16. The Beast 666 by Cosmo Trelawney
17. Business proposals and schemes
   *a. Proposal by Sir Aleister Crowley for a business partner
18. Aleister Crowley, the Devil's Contemplative by John Symonds
19. Unpublished article by James Cleugh on A. C.
20. 666 Sex and the O. T. O. by G. J. Yorke
22. The Legend of Aleister Crowley, A. MacGregor-Reid
23. The Worst Man in the World by Louis Marlowe
24. Some impressions of Aleister Crowley by James Laver
25. Ignoratio.. non excusat by N. Robinovitz
26. A Memory by Karl Germer
27. Eugène Grosche on the 'Secret' Conference in Thuringia, 1925/6
28. Germer's comments on 27. (above)
29. G. J. Yorke to Biron
   *30. The Wickedest Man in the World by William John/ Bill Naughton
31. Where does the devil get you, by Jenny Nicholson
   *32. 666 Sex and the O. T. O. by G. J. Yorke
33. Extracts from letters of Meredith Starr (Herbert Close) to Kenneth Grant on A. C.
34. I. Thomas, Graphologist on A. C. (2 letters)
35. Letter from Betty May
36. Biographical details from W. B. Seabrook's articles in *International Feature Service*, 1923
37. Not included in Yorke's list:
   a. 'Preface' to A. C.'s 'The World's Tragedy', Paris, 1910
   b. 2 copies of 'A lecture on Aleister Crowley' given by G. J. Yorke
   d. Copy of letter from Kenneth Anger to G. J. Y. from Boleskine House, Aug 16 1968
   e. Aleister Crowley, a brief introduction to his work by Gérard Aumont
   f. Photocopies of correspondence between A. C. and Stephenson, 1929-30
   [Mic. 189pp] [* = missing]

NS 19 [Prev H1 and H2]
Springback folder containing loose sheets of typescript
A. C. Diaries
a. Diaries 28.6.1916 - 6.3.1917 (18pp)
b. Diaries March 1917 - March 1918 (6pp) (2 copies)
d. A record of past lives 3.8.1918 (6pp)
e. Cephaloedium working 12.12.1920 - 20.1.1921 (9pp)
f. fragments: 1914. Misc autobiographical; undated but American period; omissions from typescript of A. C.'s diary 28 June 1916-6 March 1917; 14 May 1919 (13pp)
   [Mic. 245pp]

NS20
Springback folder containing loose sheets of typescript
A. C.'s Diaries. Binder 5 [Yorke note: original diaries in possession of Germer]
Annotated by Yorke & others
1. 7 July 1926 - 2 Feb 1927 (6pp)
2. Royal Court Diary for 1929 (10pp)
3. Royal Court Diary for 1930 (34pp - missing pp. 12-17)
4. Love and Possession in Berlin. 17 April 1930 - 4 January 1932 (5pp)
5. Royal Court Diary for 1931 (42pp)
6. Royal Court Diary for 1932 (21pp)
7. Royal Court Diary for 1933 (18pp + 1 inserted sheet)
8. Royal Court Diary for 1934 (9pp)
   [Mic. 137pp] [* = missing]

NS21
Springback folder containing loose sheets of typescript
A. C.'s Diaries. Binder 6 [Yorke note: original diaries in possession of Germer]
Annotated by Yorke & others
1. Royal Court Diary for 1936 (22pp)
2. Royal Court Diary for 1937 (35pp)
3. Royal Court Diary for 1938 (40pp)
4. Royal Court Diary for 1939 (32pp)
5. Royal Court Diary for 1940 (32pp)
   [Mic. 162pp]
NS22
Springback folder containing loose sheets of typescript
A. C.'s Diaries. Binder 7 [Yorke note: original diaries in possession of Germer]
Annotated by Yorke & others
1. Royal Court Diary for 1941 (60pp)
2. Royal Court Diary for 1942 (65pp)

[Mic. 128]

NS23
Springback folder containing loose sheets of typescript
A. C.'s Diaries. Binder 8 [Yorke note: original diaries in possession of Germer, except 1947 which is owned by Lady Harris] Annotated by Yorke & others
1. Royal Court Diary for 1943 (38pp)
2. Royal Court Diary for 1944 (36pp)
3. Royal Court Diary for 1945 (34pp)
4. Royal Court Diary for 1946 (21pp)
5. Royal Court Diary for 1947 (3pp)
Record of drugs 18 Feb - 8 Feb, c. 1943-44, copied from MS slips of paper in possession of Germer. (28pp)
[Mic. 135pp]

NS24
Springback folder containing loose sheets of typescript
Typescripts of letters from A. C. to various correspondents, 1917-44 [several sections seem to be missing from this file]
A. C. re Leah Hirsig, to Editor, Daily ??, notes, note on A. C. by L. Hirsig??, notes by A. C. ; Leah Hirsig to Blanche Cohn; to Hermann Rudolph; statement re. Tranker;
Mudd to Martha Kuntzel; Mudd to Herr Grau; memo by Mudd on 'The Orient Matter';
Mudd to Martha Kuntzel; A. C. to Martha Kuntzel (2); A. C. to Henri Birven (11); I. Regardie to Birven; A. C. to Birven (8); Cecil Jones to A. C. ; A. C. to Radcliffe (2);
to Gwedolen Otter; Gerald Hamilton; Gwendolen Otter; Mr Cabell; English Review;
93 Jermyn St; Tranker to A. C. ; A. C. to ?? on morality & Thelema; A. C. to Loftus Hare (2); corresp. between Rev. H. C. de Willmott Newman and A. C. (10); W. B. Crow to G. J. Yorke; corresp. between A. C. and W. B. Crow (37); A. C. to Gerald Hamilton (4).
[Mic. 107pp]

Yorke. N.S.25
Springback folder containing photostats
Photostats from Texas University of Notebooks, 1910, 1913, 1926-8
1a. The Bartzabel Working, 1910 (pp. 1-41)
b. Consideration of Ritual 4 Jupiter (pp.42-3)
c. Sundry jottings (pp.44-50)
2. Undated. prob just before Paris Working:
jottings; The Nun and the Devil; Crowley Cup; VIII° O. T. O. ; The Lotus and the Rose; poems; Portland O; O. T. O. jottings; poems and portrait of a woman (Rose Marie/ Rita Gonzales); Rosa Decidua; jottings; latin poem; Holy Hymns to the Great
Gods of Heaven; At Soueze; The Golden Rose; Stars Clusters; Dream of Hilarion.
3. Magical Record of Ankh-f-r Khonsu, the Priest of the Princes (cont), Seniat el Kitou - the Lair of the Lion, 1926-8:
Sayings and poems; The Million Dollar Baby; Idea for short story; A thought on astronomy; Fashion note; Note on lying; My first all-night with Marcelle; A rule of life; The poet's dilemma; ? symbol for Maria who slept in this bed last night; The Spring Equinox; The ceremony of Equinox; notes, jottings and diagrams; Que faut-il faire pour vaincre vendredi soir?; Mlle Fauraire?; What action should I take as to the damage to the stock of my books in London? followed by other such questions; The Word of the Equinox; The Winter Solstice; The Equinox of Spring; Gigolomastix; Rue de la Paix; Reflections on not finding my name in the honours list; poems; To Margaret Binetti; Modern Society; The Veil of Isis; The Ballad of Kitty Binetti; Shall I do well to take the apartment..? & others; Thoughts of a Physiologist; Lines on a modern dramatist.
[Mic. 119pp]

NS 26
Small exercise book
Undated manuscripts in Yorke's hand relating to the Golden Dawn. Lists of:
Flying Rolls; Golden Dawn Lectures; Golden dawn Rituals; Officials Golden Dawn MSS; Frater Iehi Aour (Allan Bennett)'s Golden Dawn Notebooks
[Mic. 14pp]

Yorke N. S. 27
Hardback notebook with painted cover
Manuscripts in unidentified hand, illustrated.
He who penetrates into the mysteries..; This is the key to the mysteries; These are the three-fold sceptre of Egypt; I am Osiris; O blind soul; The mistress of the Hidden Temple; The hieroglyphs speak; The place of initiation..; Thoth founded the mysteries; The doors of Per-I-em Hru; Days of the week and their Gods; Principle titles of the Priesthood; The Pyramid; Reference
[Mic. 32pp]

NS 28
Hardback book
Manuscript copy of an English translation (1875) of D. Ramée: 'The Death of Jesus', (1860) with additional engravings. Previously owned (written?) by F. G. Irwin, Supreme Magus of the Bristol Lodge of the Rosicrucian Society of England
[Mic. 219pp]

NS 29
2 manuscript notebooks (leatherbound) comprising a copy of an unpublished work by G. W. MacGregor-Reid, 'The Message of the Path that leads unto the Path called Beautiful'
[Mic. 411pp + 505pp]

NS30
Manuscript notebook (hardback)
`Revelation. The mystery of Christ - Ethic as revealed within the Apocalypse of St John.' In same hand as N.S.29. Includes 1 insert of a hymn/poem
Preface.
Chapter One Introductory
Chapter Two The Language of Symbolism
Chapter Three Regarding the days of John
Chapter Four Introduction to Revelation
Chapter One The Dawn of Initiation
Chapter Two The Message to the Churches

[Mic. 198pp]

NS 31
Manuscript notebook (hardback), dated Oct. 1922.
Unpublished work by MacGregor-Reid, `The Fourth Gospel'
Introduction
Chapter One The First Message (covers John I to verse 42)

[Mic. 149pp]

NS 32
Manuscript notebook (hardback)
1. W. B. Yeats, `Per Amica Silentia Lunae' (pp. 1-9)
2. E. A. Hitchcock, `Remarks on Alchemy' (pp. 12-25)
3. A. E. Waite, `A Suggestion Inquiry' (pp. 26-27)
4. M. A. Atwood, `Notes from "The Recipient"', 1865-71 (pp. 28-35)
5. Bernard of Treves (p.36)
6. Numbers from `Mead' in `Orpheus' (pp. 37-38)
7. Meditation: `Great Days' etc. (pp. 39-42)
8. `Song of Solomon & Alchemy' (p. 43)
9. Gospel of Symbolism (p. 44)
10. Chinese Alchemy (p. 45)
11. `The Zodiac' (pp. 48-50)
12. `The Great Year' (pp. 51-52)
Reverse of notebook:
1. Notice
2. The Four Worlds
3. Dr Pullen Barry, Hemetics of the Bible, n°34-44
4. Note on Henoch. Gen V. 18
6. Occultism of N. T.
7. Evolution & Regeneration
8. Mrs Atwood in the Incarnation

[Mic. 104pp]

NS 32
Hardback notebook
Manuscript, transcript and printed material relating to the Theosophical Society.
Signed in several places by F. L. Gardner.
1. Question 6 (pp.1-10) (MS)
2. Printed extracts from Mahatma K.H.’s letters to W. Sinnett (35pp)
3. Communications from India re. election of officers of the London Lodge, from Anna Kingsford, M.D. President. (MS) (2pp)
4. Printed letter from Miss H. Arundal, Treasurer of London Lodge, Sept 1884 (4pp)
5. Application form to Fellowship of Theosophical Society
6. The Hermetic Society (2pp)
7. The Theosophical Society (4pp)
8. Printed letter from A. P. Sinnet to members of London Lodge of Theosophical Society (1p)
10. Flyer for 'Lucifer', theosophical monthly (2pp)
11. London Lodge, Theosophical Society, General Account for 1887 (1p)
12. Flyer for 'The Secret Doctrine' (1p)
13. Redway's Esoteric Series (4p)
14. Circular letter and appendices re. organisation of British Section of Theosophical Society, Draft of rules etc. (19pp)
15. Letter from Isabel Cooper-Oakley to journals re. Mme Blavatsky (4pp)
16. 'The Esoteric Section of the Theosophical Society' and its enemies. (16pp)
17. Open letter to the readers of 'Lucifer' and all true theosophists (2pp)
18. Rules of the 'Blavatsky Lodge' of the Theosophical society (1p)
19. The European Head-quarters of the Theosophical Society, etc. (8pp)
20. The League of Theosophical Workers (9pp)
21. 1 sheet of coloured diagrams

NS 34
Paper wallet containing loose sheets
a. Assorted prospectuses and booklists relating to Crowley's publications
b. Biographical articles:
   3. D. Dalton, 'The Dope and Sex Magick of Aleister Crowley'
   6. R. Campbell, 'The Brief mountaineering career of Aleister Crowley, the Great Beast 666'
c. Witchcraft. A Journal n°4 [article on Crowley missing]
d. Letter and a card from Kenneth Anger to G. J. Yorke.
e. Photocopy of 'The Book of the Law', 1967 ed. by P. Seckler
f. 9 photocopies of Tarot Cards

NS 35
Paper wallet
a. Prospectuses for publications of Crowley and others
b. Proofs and photostat of `Alexandra'
c. `Classification of the traditions commonly called `The Kabbalah' and referring to the Tora, or Thorah, Law.' and Tarot Wheel
d. Typed copy of `The Soldier and the Hunchback'
e. Letter to G. J. Y. from A. C.

NS36
Paper wallet
a. 3 single poems published in 1969 by A. Brownjohn, J. O. Fuller and G. Macbeth, all numbered and signed by Martin Booth
b. Typescripts of 5 works by Grady L. McMurty
c. Typescript of `Songs for the Witch Woman' by J. W. Parsons
[Mic. 82pp]

NS37
Paper wallet
a. 164 letters from Lady Frieda Harris to Crowley 1938-1947?, arranged in chronological order
b. Letter from Harris to Yorke soon after Crowley's death
c. Photograph of Harris with Cecil Beaton
[Mic. 552pp]

NS38
Envelope
b. 3 letters from C.F. Russell to Charles Asa Muzzy, 1933-4
d. 2 photostats of Yi King and letter sent from C. R. Russell to G. J. Yorke
e. 2 publicity sheets on `De Arte Magica'.
[Mic. 84pp]

NS39
Paper Wallet
a. Leather bound book of signs and passwords etc. for the 32 degrees of French Masonry
b. Letter to G. J. Y. from John Symonds, 6 Sept 1967
c. `The literary and mystic labours of the S. R. I. A.' by R. W. Fr. Dr Georgh Norman IX° J. S. M. 1919
[Mic. 158pp]

NS40
Envelope
Rituals of the Cromlech Temple of the Ancient and Mystical Order of O
1. Order of the Ritual for the Initiation by Fire
2. Order of the Ritual for a Lodge of Instruction and the Mystery of the Soul's Path
3. The Circle Ritual Parts I, II, and III. Appendix Ritual Notes, Part IV The Ritual of Beltane, its Appendix
4. The Grand Office of Benediction
5. The Book of the Ritual of Advancement from the 1st to 2nd grade
7. Some notes on the Constitution and Rule of the Order of O. °=
8. Some notes on the Ritual of Initiation of O.
9. Second Grade for General Circulation (Concerning the emblems to be placed to the W of the Temple, The seven branched light bearer, The two candlesticks, The cross

[Mic. 109pp]

NS41
Envelope
2 sets of galley proofs for '777 Revisited', undated
[Mic. 31pp each set]
NS42
Envelope
Photocopies of material by members of the Golden Dawn in the U.S.A.
1. 'An Introduction to the Study of the Tarot' by P. F. Case, New York, 1920
3. Mary Elma Dame: Letter to Whitty (editor), Azoth, June 1920, pp. 401-3; 'Saturn the Benefic', Mercury, Sept. 1928, pp.122-28
7. W. F. Richardson, Azoth, Azoth, Sept 1917, p. 508
11. Brochure for 'Builders of the Adytum'
Paper wallet

Articles and cuttings about, or referring to Crowley.

1. Typescript of Martin Booth, 'Aleister Crowley: The Wickedest Man in Britain', radio broadcast Thursday 19 September 1974, producer G. MacBeth (incomplete)


3. Books Worth Possessing (1st catalogue of Mandrake Press), May 1930

4. H. W. Schwartz, 'This Book-Collecting Racket', pt 3, Milwalkee, 1936, see pp. 19-34


7. F. H. Micklewright, 'Aleister Crowley, Poet and Occultist', Occult Review, April 1945, pp. 41-46 and winter 1948, pp. 69


10. Inquire Within, 'Magic Black and White', The Patriot, 26 April 1934, pp. 335-36


18. Eugene Coldbrook, 'Aleister Crowley - Man or Demon', True Mystic Science, Mar. 1939

19. Louis de Wohl, 'Verrat in Hypnose?', Quick, 10 Sept. 1950, p. 1232

20. Charles Cammell, 'The Real Aleister Crowley', Everybody's, 23 Apr. 1949


24. N. Robinority, 'Ignoratist... non excusat'? The New Outlook, July 1923


26. Editorial (Douglas Hunt), Prediction, July 1953
27. Eugene Coldbrook, 'Man and Demon', ??
33. G. Hight, 'The Magician', copy of radio talk, Book of the Month Clud, 1956
41. John Symonds, 'Aleister Crowley', Man, Myth and Magic Encyclopedia, pp. 559-63

The following were not listed by Yorke:
42. Occult Magazine, May 1962, articles on Crowley by Gladys Spearman-Cook, Charles Cammell, Edward Averill
43. 'Town Talk. Le Rouge et le Noir', article on Gerald Hamilton
44. R. Cavendish, 'Magic; a Revolt of the Soul', The Observer, Dec. 1966 pp. 20-23 [with annotations by Yorke]
45. P. Victor, 'Aleister Crowley et sa magie', La Tour Saint-Jacques, July-Dec 1957, pp. 105-123
46. Letter by John Symonds to the Editor of The Partisan Review, Sept. 1948
47. Leaflet of the Theosophical Society, president Alexander Watt.
49. B. Bromage, 'Aleister Crowley', Light, Aut. 1959, pp. 149-161
53. The Divine Life, Sept 1952
54. Exhibition leaflet for 'Ausstellung Aleister Crowley', at Porza Gallery, Berlin, Oct-Nov 1931
56. Dr F. I. Regardie, 'The Magical Revival', Insight, 24, Oct. 1974, pp. 7-12
59. ‘Mr Aleister Crowley's Blasphemous and Prurient Propaganda’, John Bull, Nov. 5 1910, p. 707
60. ‘Rosicrucian Secrets’ Special Law Reports, The Daily Telegraph, 23 Mar. 1910
61. Warburg Institute Annual Report 1963-64

NS44
Document wallet of loose sheets
Enrolment forms and prospectuses for O. T. O and M.:M.:M [most now missing]
2. M.:M.:M.:M. Preliminary pledge-form; 3 copies, 2 signed, 1 blank
3. Reminder of fees immediately due
*4. Chapter of Sovereign Princes of Rose Croix of Heredom; obligation of allegiance (2 copies, one signed by A. C., one blank)
5. Constitution of the Ancient Order of Oriental Templars O. T. O., photostat copy. 20pp and cover [now missing pp. 6-7]
*6. A.:A.: The Oath of a probationer, carbon typescript on headed paper signed by Norman Mudd
*7. Manifesto of the New Isis Lodge O. T. O., 8 pages, wrappers
8. Enrolment form of the New Isis Lodge
9. General Pledge Form of New Isis Lodge
*10. Manifesto of the British Branch of the Ordo Templi Orientis. 4 pages. Short autograph letter from the founder, Kenneth Grant, to Gerald Yorke, pasted on blank, p. 4
11. Leaflet announcing the establishment of The Church of Thelema at Hollywood, from Helen Parsons
*12. The Oriflamme, I, 1 21 Feb 1943
*13. Rules and Regulations of New Isis Lodge
*15. The Sexual Mysterium of the Gnostic-Catholic Mass of the O. T. O., typescript, 4to, 3 leaves
16. Liber II and Liber LXXVII for McMurty's O. T. O. in California
*17. O. T. O. Manifesto in German and English (Mertrger) 1963
The following were not listed by Yorke:
18. Copy of section of ‘Induciertes Irresseindurch Occultlehren’ by Dr Mathilde Ludendorff, Volkeswarde Verlag, Munchen, 1933
19. Leaflet for Society Ordo Templi Orientis (4pp)
21. O. T. O. Liber CXXIV (8pp)
22. Liber NV SVB FIGVRA XI (12pp)
24. Chapter of Sovereign Princes of Rose Croix of Heredom, Obligation of Allegiance form.
[*=missing]
Document wallet containing loose sheets, etc.
Pamphlets and prospectuses of A. C.
1. Look out for the Equinox. Detroit 1919. 4-page leaflet on cream card. Tipped-in is
a leaf of white card, one side announcing a series of lectures by Frater Arctaeon [C.
Stansfield Jones], the other announcing as does the main leaflet, *The Equinox*, III, 1.
*2. Foyle's Literary Luncheon. 23rd Luncheon, Thursday, Sept. 15th 1932. Mr Aleister
Crowley will speak on `The Philosophy of Magick', London, 1932. 4-page leaflet
Foyers, 1904, 12-page leaflet, headed `Excerpt A - from the Catalogue'
4. A list of the Works of Mr Aleister Crowley, Foyers, c. 1905. Single-piece, printed
both sides
5. Tear-sheet from a periodical (The Occult Review, c.1912?) announcing `Book 4'
(pt 1) and other books by A. C.
6. The Neptune Press will shortly publish Aleister Crowley's Most important Magical
Work, 777 Revised, London, c. 1955. Prospectus printed in brown on yellow paper,
verso blank, tear-off order form intact
7. Prospectus announcing C. R. Cammell, `Aleister Crowley: the Man, The Mage,
the Poet', London, c. 1951
*8. `The Fun of the Fair' by Aleister Crowley, 1942, singlepiece
n.d. 4-page prospectus
11. Prospectus announcing Louis Marlow, `Seven Friends', Lonodn, ?? [= Louis
Wilkinson]
lectures, later renamed `Magick without Tears'.
13. Prospectus for `Olla: An Anthology of Sixty Years of Song', London, O. T. O.
1946
*14. Works by Aleister Crowley, pub. by Mandrake Press, 1930. 4-page
15. `The International' for August. Typescript of an extract from a magazine review,
referring to A. C.'s article, `Felo de se' and `The Revival of Magick'
The Following were not listed by Yorke:
17. `Landed Gentry' poem by Author of the V Sign
18. Leaflet: The Creed of the Thelemites from the Gnostic Catholic Church
19. Ad. for issue of `In Tune Magazine' with A. C.'s `Revelation of the Damned',
*Insight*, 24, Oct. 1974
20. Printed copy of A. C.'s `Hymn to Lucifer' with letter to Yorke from Kenneth Anger
21. Postcard advertising `The Confession of Aleister Crowley' publ. by Cape
22. A. C.'s `Hymn to Pan', Renshaw Press
23. Photocopy of A. C.'s `Summa Spes'
24. Copy of `Summa Spes' by A. C., printed in *Earth Religion News*, 3, 1976
25. Collegium ad Spiritum Sanctum, `Stepping out of the Old Aeon into the New',
written by C. Stansfield Jones, 15 Sept 1918
26. `The Equinox III/3' sheet discussing general publication.
27. Letter and reply from O. M. Masters (i.e. A. C.) to A. C. on exhibition of Lady
Harris's Tarot Cards. 1942
28. 2 typed lists by Yorke:
   1. Contents for A. C. Miscellaneous
   2. List of 14 items beginning 'List of available books by Aleister Crowley'
      [Mic. 59pp]

NS46
envelope
Kenneth Anger's 'Lucifer' Broadsheet and photographs relating to Anger
   1. Printed sheet of A. C.'s 'Hymn to Lucifer' with annotations by Anger
   2. Letter to G. J. Y. from Anger re. mag. op. on 25 July 1970 in honour of Mick
      Jagger's birthday
   3. Letter to Anger from Gunda (24 July 1970)
   4. Exhibition card for exhibition of works at Robert Fraser Gallery of works by Peter
      Blake, Derek Boshier, Clive Barker, Jim Dine, Richard Hamilton, Nicholas Monro,
      Jann Haworth and Colin Self [note by Anger that Jann Haworth was doing costumes
      for 'Lucifer']
   5. 4 photographs - 1. Kenneth Anger with Leslie Huggins; 2. Bobby Beausoleil as
      Lucifer in Anger's film 'Invocation of my Demon Brother'; 3. Leslie Huggins as Lucifer
      and Kenneth Anger in Magick Circle during filming of 'Lucifer Rising', London 1970;
      5. Black and white photograph by Cecil Beaton of Kenneth Anger
      [Mic. 14pp]

NS 47
envelope
The Carfax Monographs by Kenneth and Steffi Grant. A series of 9 pamphlets relating
   to the Golden Dawn and Crowley, each numbered and signed by Steffi or Kenneth
Grant
   i. 3 publicity sheets
      1. The Golden Dawn
      2. The Tree of Life
      3. Aleister Crowley
   4. Austin Osman Spare
   5. Vinum Sabbati
   6. Mage and Image
   7. Hidden Lore
   8. Yetzirah
   9. Magical Creation
      [Mic. 41pp]

NS 48
Cardboard wallet
   2 typescripts given to Yorke by McGregor-Reid
   a. T. H. Burgoyne (Zanoni), 'The Tablets of Aeth', 1893. An interpretation of the
      symbols of the signs of the planets and of the 12 houses of the Zodiac, as a result of
      Burgoyne's visions of the same. His results do not however fit in with the traditional
      interpretations. 47pp
   b. 'The Fundamental Principles of the Yi-King, Tao' Definitions of letters and names.
28pp. incomplete - stops after letter K
[Mic. 79pp]

NS 49
Envelope
3 poems published separately, all signed and dedicated to A. C. by Nancy Cunard
[Yorke's list on the envelope states that it should also contain "English Poems I-II", "English Poems III" and "Thirty-Five Sonnets" by Fernando Pessoa, "Masks of Asha" and "The High Art of Magick" by Altholas?]
a. Nancy Cunard, "Relève into maquis"
b. Nancy Cunard, "Man-ship-tank-gun-plane"
d. Letter from Derek Verschoyle Ltd, publishers to G. J. Yorke, May 1954, re. copies of Pessoa
[Mic. 17pp]